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Poland Daily  

HEADLINES: 

POL: At press conference NBP President Adam Glapiński said that the 

MPC hadn’t formally ended tightening cycle but underlined that the current 

level of interest rates was appropriate concerning macro-economic 

situation in Poland. In his view inflation has reached plateau and rising 

trend in inflation stopped. According to NBP President inflation will increase 

in January-February 2023 due to rise in regulated prices and cessation of 

anti-inflation shield.   According to NBP president average CPI in 2023 will 

be still high at 13.1% and will decline to single digit level (6-9%) in the end 

of 2023. In the view of the MPC fiscal policy in 2023 will have neutral impact  

on inflation. NBP President underlined that the end of anti-inflation shield 

and the end of mortgage holidays would be two important factors tightening 

monetary conditions in 2023. He expressed a view that there would be no 

recession in Poland in coming quarters (defined as rise in unemployment 

and accelerated bankruptcies of enterprises) but GDP growth will 

decelerate towards zero (to 0.7% in 2023). NBP President stressed that 

Poland’s economy was balanced in macro-economic terms,  robust to 

shocks and Poland’s potential product grew quickly albeit output gap would 

close in coming quarters due to weaker demand.  

THE DAY AHEAD… 

POL: Minutes from MPC meeting 

USA: PPI (Nov), Univ. of Michigan Consumer Sentiment (Dec, prel.) 

 

TODAY’S FOCUS: 

Today economic calendar contains publication of minutes from MPC 

meeting and  PPI for November and Univ. of Michigan Consumer 

Sentiment for December  from the U.S.    

 

Figure 1: WIBOR O/N 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

 
Figure 2: Yield on 5Y POLGB 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

 
Figure 3: Yield on 5Y POLGB – long 
term trend 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

 

DIARY (Today) 

Country GMT Release DB Expected Actual Consensus 

POL 13:00 Minustes from MPC meeting    
USA 13:30 PPI (Nov) 0.2%   0.2% (7.2%) 
USA 15:00 Consumer Sentiment  (Dec, prel.) 56.0  57.0 

      
      
      

Source: Deutsche Bank Estimates  and Bloomberg Finance LP  
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Foreign Exchange 

Today in the morning the zloty was 1.0% firmer versus the USD, firmed 
by 0.4%  versus the EUR and was 0.2% firmer  versus the CHF 
compared to the previous NBP fixing. The zloty was 0.4% firmer versus 
the GBP. The zloty firmed as risk appetite rose.  

The USD weakened by 0.6%  versus the EUR compared to the 
previous NBP fixing as Asian stocks gained on easing zero-covid 
policy in China and yields on core markets fell.  

 

Fixed Income 

The yields on Poland’s government bonds were 3bps down in 2-year 
sector  and fell by 7-8bps in 5-year and 10-year sectors.   PM Mateusz 
Morawiecki informed that state Bank BGK obtained USD4bn of 
financing from consortium led by large international  bank. The funds 
will be used for defense spending.  

 

 Interest Rates 

PLN swap rates were 7bps down in 2-year sector, fell by 10bps in 5-
year and 10-year ones.   

 
 
Equities 

Yesterday the Dow Jones index closed 0.55% up and the S&P 500 
index closed 0.75% up.  Today in  the morning  the FTSE 100 index 
rose by  0.26%, the CAC 40 index was  0.08% up  and the DAX index 
was 0.26% up. The Nikkei index closed 1.18% up and the Hang Seng 
index closed 2.32% up.  Today in the morning  the  WIG index rose by 
0.22% and the WIG20 index was 0.29% up.  

 

  

 

EUR/PLN 
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USD/PLN 
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WIG20 
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Medium term FX trends:  

EUR/PLN       USD/PLN  

  
               Source: Bloomberg      Source: Bloomberg 
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